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At our most recent semi-annual Investment Forum, held in Hong Kong
in January 2016, we reviewed the key strategic issues present in the
global economy and reaffirmed the investment advice we have been
offering to our clients, with many of our primary strategic conclusions
unchanged.
Neil Dwane
Global Strategist,
Allianz Global Investors

Reviewing the secular themes
To kick off our January 2016 Investment Forum,
Global CIO Andreas Utermann recapped the key
secular themes from previous Forums:
• Slow, low growth – Previous Forums had
correctly confirmed that we face a slow- and lowgrowth environment, with currencies becoming a
key economic tool to promote exports and trade
competitiveness, and the yen and the euro being
the key devaluers over the last five years.
• Low inflation – Inflation has remained low, as we
forecast, although tightening labour markets may
be now pointing toward a change.
• Monetary policy – Doubts over the effectiveness
of monetary policy have proven largely correct;
economies have not attained escape velocity and
central banks have talked tough, but done little.
Consequently, our belief in Financial Repression
remains strong.
• Politics – Politics remain an important factor
both for economies and for markets themselves.
Geopolitics, too, will continue to influence
markets, with Russia, Ukraine, Saudi Arabia and
Iran all making headlines.

Understanding the macro and political issues then
allows Allianz Global Investors to calibrate how we,
and our clients, should invest. Crucially, we have
consistently argued that clients need to take risk in
a low-yield environment and that beta returns only
will not suffice; the time for alpha has come.

“Clients are often experiencing funding
challenges as rates stay low and as
regulations rise, as anticipated by
Financial Repression. Our aim is to
deliver alpha and income to our clients
by being ACTive – agile, confident and
thorough – and by offering alternative
solutions with superior risk control.”
– Andreas Utermann, Global CIO Allianz GI
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Where will growth come from in a
world of financial repression and
“ZIRP”?
Is there room for any fiscal stimulus globally?
Sovereign leverage is already high – much higher in
Developed than Emerging markets, though EM debt
is rising rapidly. Although this lowers GDP growth,
additional fiscal stimulus, especially in the form of
public investment, can boost economic activity.
Yet with QE running its course, fiscal stimulus is
clearly not a panacea; structural reforms or further
currency depreciation may be needed to boost
competitiveness. The causality of whether low growth
produces high debt or vice versa remains moot.
Is India the new Asian growth engine?
The election of Narendra Modi has catalysed hopes
for India. His long reform agenda focuses on
improving the ease of doing business, “up-skilling”
the workforce and making exports more competitive
while addressing banking sector weaknesses. India
offers some of the highest GDP growth globally
which can be improved through higher productivity
and a more digital economy. India could be nearly
the same size as China in GDP terms by 2030 and is
thus likely to become a source of global growth as
reforms take hold.
Is China as bad as many fear?
The growing list of concerns about China
overshadowed some brighter news in 2015, centred
around the economy’s shift toward consumption,
successful supply-side reforms, a growing private
sector no longer starved of credit by the big banks
and the low valuations of many listed companies.
China’s rebalancing will provide global boosts to
tourism, entertainment and e-commerce. With
clarity of execution expected soon on the next FiveYear Plan, China’s policy seems to be headed in the
right direction: the Private sector is being released
and resourced, and the State-Owned sector is being
restructured and reformed by the State-Owned banks.

“Global growth remains slow, low and
fragile, and while India has the potential
to add to global growth in the medium
term, China’s rebalancing seems more
challenging. No other major economy
offers as much ability for fiscal
stimulation.”

A review of Japan and Abenomics
The state of Abenomics
Japan’s economy has made little progress since 2012
but is seeing new drivers that could support growth.
The Bank of Japan is targeting inflation, which is
rising but has so far been offset by the collapse in
oil prices. Japan’s GDP is closely correlated with its
stock market, hence Prime Minister Abe’s drive to
improve corporate performance. With an election
this summer, he needs to show more evidence of
economic success.
Stock picking opportunities in Japan’s equity
market
Government policy is driving Japan’s corporate
governance reform, which is lessening crossshareholding and forcing management to deliver
better returns on capital. This is resulting in better
capital allocation and a greater focus on margins,
with successful companies being rewarded with
strong share-price returns. Within Japan, we are
focused on rising free cash-flow companies as well
as high-dividend-yield stocks.

“We have a neutral position on Japan:
Changing politics and policies have
had a positive impact on corporate
behaviour towards shareholders, but
they are offset by concerns around
demographics and high levels of
sovereign debt.”
– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist

A review of emerging-market debt
(EMD) and currencies
Where did we err?
In 2013, we favoured EMD and related currencies
based not only on attractive breakeven spreads,
but also on expected higher GDP growth and lower
levels of sovereign debt. Since then, EM economies
have weakened from collapsing commodities and
the re-emergence of overinvestment and borrowing
in US dollars. Commodity and non-commoditybased EM economies have clearly diverged, which
has benefitted commodity importers considerably.
Globally, almost all EM currencies still look attractive,
although risks remain elevated.

– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist
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An update on emerging-market debt
We expect EMD and oil prices to remain highly
correlated – even higher than EMD and US
Treasuries were during the “taper tantrum”. Within
EMD, we are now experiencing very high levels of
spread volatility, and the asset class is suffering from
a divergence between sovereign debt itself and that
issued by corporates or other entities. On a positive
note, EMD trades are now less crowded, with some
outflows and less supply expected in 2016. We may
see attractive returns if economies stabilise in the
second half of 2016 and if the US Federal Reserve
does not behave unexpectedly.
The outlook for Asian debt
In a financially repressed world, Asia offers some of
the most interesting yield levels for investors in localcurrency terms. However, learning from 2013, it is
important to separate a bond’s return from that of
its currency; this requires a keen focus on economic
reform and market dynamics and the credibility of
central banks. With rising fears over indebtedness
across Asia, it remains important to find attractive,
higher-yielding Asian corporate issues, especially
with default rates going up. At the same time, while
many yields look good in local currency terms,
governance and bankruptcy laws can be weak.
Investors must differentiate between the nationality
of the borrower and the currency the debt is issued
in, as well as the residence of the law overseeing the
bonds.

“While we may have found EM
attractive too early, many parts of the
USD-denominated Asian debt markets
appeal to USD income investors, while
many currencies remain too volatile
and major economies like Russia and
Brazil face stagflationary situations.”
– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist

2016 Crystal Maze
Our long-running Crystal Maze presentation
for 2016 focuses heavily on the twin themes of
disruption and China’s rebalancing. While these
remain a primary focus for our investors over the
coming year, Europe also presents interesting
issues, including the potential economic resurgence
of Italy and Spain, and the ongoing challenges

and benefits of the migrant issue. Disrupting the
disruptors could become a theme, with ad-blocking
software hindering many advertiser-led models. And
as society ages around the world, healthcare will
consume a greater share of government budgets; in
the US, a Clinton presidency could rein in spiralling
costs and rising drug prices.

“AllianzGI’s substantial equity-research
resources help us understand and
anticipate how disruption, changing
customer behaviours and technology
are affecting value chains in all
industries.”
– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist

ESG and Climate Change
COP 21
Over the last 1,000 years, CO2 levels have risen
explosively while temperatures have increased, with
the energy, agricultural and industrial sectors the
key sources of most green-house gases (GHGs).
The 21st Conference of the Parties in Paris sought
agreement to reduce GHGs as soon as possible,
aiming for net zero emissions soon after 2050, and
all COP21 signatories will now adopt and report
transparent emission results and targets. With
investors around the world responding purposefully
to this growing consensus, we expect to see further
client action on related issues.
Sustainability Portfolios
Environment, Sustainability and Governance
investments are a significant part of AllianzGI’s
business, with nearly EUR 30 bn in assets under
management. Additionally, across nearly all asset
classes, our ESG approach has added value; good
ESG companies have lower cost of capital, generate
higher shareholder value and offer lower volatility.
Investment Forum participants had an energetic
discussion about climate change and the growing
client demand for greater transparency on ESG
factors. It is clear that in the longer term, ESG will
become the industry standard.
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“We have 35 years to encourage the
world to substitute carbon fuels with
green solutions, and both equity and
bond markets will see more and more
capital allocated by clients into more
eco-friendly sectors.”
– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist

Income Investing
How will default rates play out in a slowing global
economy?
In the hunt for income globally, the US offers some
of the highest yields outside of Emerging Markets.
Importantly, the market structure has been changing
because of tougher financial regulation: investment
banks and primary dealers now hold reduced
inventories of both investment-grade and high-yield
bonds. High-yield bonds in particular have seen a
back-up in yields as fears have grown over rising
US interest rates and rising US energy defaults.
Importantly, however, the US has never fallen into a
recession without the presence of an inverted yield
curve, which suggests that a recession is at least a
year away.
Finding income from equities
Over the very long term, dividend payers in the
US have offered both less risk and better returns
than non-dividend payers, outperforming 85 % of
the time. Recently, however, non-dividend payers
have substantially outperformed, which seems
attributable to both central bank policy and concerns
around tax treatment. Yet in a world of financial
repression, equity dividend investing offers stable
annual returns with some inflation protection and
the prospect of capital appreciation. Moreover,
taking a contrarian approach to the momentumfuelled markets can generate good return of capital
and income, and offer a defensive way to invest with
lower levels of volatility.
Income on bonds and credit
Half of all sovereign bonds globally yield less than
1 per cent on a five-year basis, as central banks
globally reduce interest rates to the minimum and
occasionally below. We hope not to see the US
yield curve invert in 2016, as this is a harbinger of
recession. Fixed-income investors do not agree
with the Fed’s pace of interest rate rises in 2016 and
beyond, which will continue to cause volatility as

sentiment and data shift around. European credit
in 2016 will be driven by interest-rate risk and
increasingly substantial credit risk. Accordingly,
to fund any acceptable return, investors must sail
between solid corporates, which offer good yields
and volatility levels, balanced with some financial
contingent convertible bonds, with higher yields but
much higher volatility.

“Advising clients to take risk to earn
a return requires close relationships
and confident processes, but when it
comes to generating Income, AllianzGI
is well-placed, offering solutions from
bond, credit and equity markets around
the world.”
– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist

GPC Discussion
Drivers of inflation in 2016
The Global Policy Council noted that while headline
inflation is low and has been falling globally, core
inflation is actually quite resilient. As oil, commodity
and agricultural prices stabilize, we may see
a rebound in CPI levels during 2016. Inflation
expectations remain anchored around 2 per cent,
and index-linked bonds look attractive relative to
conventional bonds.
Changes in central bank policies globally
With the Fed’s five preconditions for raising rates
now met, history suggests the US economy should
remain solid for the next year or so. Monetary policy
divergence will become more visible in 2016, with
the US and UK normalizing while Japan and the
Euro-Zone continue to fight disinflation. All other
countries will be forced to follow either one policy or
the other. Many investors are concerned that central
banks are running out of options, and that the
“nuclear options” of higher inflation targets, explicit
sovereign debt monetisations or “helicopter money”
may only be marginally effective or simply too toxic
for the financial system and its fiat currencies.
Other takeaways
The GPC noted that the US Dollar may be near a
high, and its effect on currencies and commodities
will be inevitably tied to the Fed’s actual interest-rate
decisions and the health of the US economy, which
we do not see falling into a recession in 2016. We
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Understand

Act

Strategic views
Financial repression remains in place

Protecting purchasing power is crucial

Monetary policy globally will remain lower for longer

The “hunt for income” is undiminished

Slow, low and fragile economic growth

With China rebalancing, low growth will persist

Global debt levels remain high and will increase

With no deleveraging, growth cannot accelerate

Politics and geopolitics are changing rapidly

Policy and regulation uncertainty mean volatility

Cheap Beta now offers little return

Alpha is now needed to generate returns

Some risk-taking is needed to earn a return

With volatility rising, investors must be ACTive

Hong Kong conclusions
Little fiscal stimulus available to economies

DM economies to do better than EM, India one to watch

“Abenomics” appears to be working, albeit slowly

Japan attractive only relatively within Asia

Many EM assets undervalued, but may get cheaper

Commodity and currency volatility gives concern

ESG now rising up the Client agenda globally

ESG adds Alpha and saves the Planet!

The “Hunt for Income” has gone global

Look at Asian debt, US high yield and European equities

Inflation bewilderingly low despite QE

Oil is driving inflation currently

Monetary Policy Divergence arrives, as US raises rates

US Dollar strength causing financial turbulence

Concerns over Chinese Renmimbi are paranoid

Only a minor devaluation further expected from here

Oil price fall causing much economic pain

Oil capex collapsing + Geopolitics = time to hedge?

With volatility returning, be ACTive

Agile, Confident, Thorough – ACTive investors

also discussed China’s Renmimbi and the markets’
confusion over changing PBOC policies, but we
do not believe the Renmimbi will see a major
devaluation; that would set off a global deflation
wave that would overwhelm all economies.
Oil remains a prominent theme as both a harbinger
of world economic activity and the epicentre of a
serious geopolitical situation. The fall in Oil and other
commodities has been very deflationary for the
world so far, and forced many emerging economies
to impose austerity as their finances collapse.
Evidence is building of both a fall in future supply
and investment, but markets are focused on today’s
headlines, which are deteriorating.
Key conclusions
The GPC concluded that global growth will remain
slow, low and fragile and that inflation will be
dominated by oil in the shorter term. Politics will
play a key role, as the need for structural reform
will only grow, and in the next few years Developed
economies will continue to outperform Emerging
ones. Within equities, structural growth companies
will most likely remain attractive in generating
capital appreciation, and ESG is now an important
driver for many clients. Sovereign bond markets
remain unattractive and politics and currencies

will affect returns, with yet more volatility added
from the difference between the US Federal
Reserve “dots“ and the market futures forecasts.
We continue to face investment challenges that
are similar to those of the last few years, but with
markets elevated, we expect volatility to be high
and Beta returns to be low. Investors would be
well-served to choose ACTive strategies at the asset
allocation and selection levels.

“All in all, this looming monetary
divergence will add to volatility in
all asset classes and will require
investors to be agile in response
to opportunities, confident in their
investment processes and thorough in
their analyses. We must be ACTive.”
– Neil Dwane, Global Strategist
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Further Publications of Global Capital Markets & Thematic Research
Active Management
→→ “It‘s the economy, stupid!”

Alternatives
→→ Volatility as an Asset Class

→→ The Changing Nature of Equity Markets
and the Need for More Active Management

→→ The Case for Alternatives

→→ Harvesting risk premium in equity investing
→→ Active Management

→→ Market-neutral equity strategies – Generating returns
throughout the market cycle

→→ Active Share: The Parts Are Worth More Than The Whole

→→ Benefiting from Merger Arbitrage

Financial Repression
→→ Shrinking mountains of debt

Capital Accumulation – Riskmanagement – Multi Asset
→→ Smart risk with multi-asset solutions

→→ QE Monitor

→→ Strategic Asset Allocation in Times of Financial
Repression

→→ Between a flood of liquidity and a drought
on the government bond markets

→→ The Long and Short of Volatility Investing

→→ Sustainably accumulating wealth and capital income

→→ Macroprudential policy – necessary, but not a panacea

→→ Strategic Asset Allocation in Times
of Financial Repression

Strategy and Investment
→→ Equities – the “new safe option“ for portfolios?

Behavioral Finance
→→ Behavioral Risk – Outsmart yourself!

→→ Capital Markets Monthly

→→ Reining in Lack of Investor Discipline:
The Ulysses Strategy

→→ Liquidity – The Underestimated Risk

→→ Dividends instead of low interest rates
→→ Is easy monetary policy fuelling new economic
imbalances and credit bubbles?

→→ Behavioral Finance – Two Minds at work
→→ Behavioral Finance and the Post-Retirement Crisis

All our publications, analysis and studies
can be found on the following webpage:
http://www.allianzglobalinvestors.com

Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it will fluctuate and investors may not get back the principal invested. Past performance is not
indicative of future performance. Bond prices will normally decline as interest rates rise. The impact may be greater with longer duration bonds. High-yield or “junk”
bonds have lower credit ratings and involve a greater risk to principal. This is a marketing communication. It is for informational purposes only. This document does not
constitute investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any security and shall not be deemed an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security.
The views and opinions expressed herein, which are subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer or its affiliated companies at the time of publication.
Certain data used are derived from various sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of the data is not guaranteed and no liability is assumed
for any direct or consequential losses arising from their use. The duplication, publication, extraction or transmission of the contents, irrespective of the form, is not
permitted.
This material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authorities. In mainland China, it is used only as supporting material to the offshore investment products offered
by commercial banks under the Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors scheme pursuant to applicable rules and regulations.
This document is being distributed by the following Allianz Global Investors companies: Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC, an investment adviser registered with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC); Allianz Global Investors GmbH, an investment company in Germany, authorized by the German Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); Allianz Global Investors Asia Pacific Ltd., licensed by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission; Allianz Global Investors
Singapore Ltd., regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore [Company Registration No. 199907169Z]; and Allianz Global Investors Japan Co., Ltd., registered in
Japan as a Financial Instruments Business Operator; Allianz Global Investors Korea Ltd., licensed by the Korea Financial Services Commission; and Allianz Global Investors
Taiwan Ltd., licensed by Financial Supervisory Commission in Taiwan.

